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1

introduction

INT RO DU CT ION
lon

approximately

missionaries throughout the

23 000

world presently represent the church of jesus christ of

latterday
latter day saints

on a full time voluntary basis

this is
the

the largest missionary force of any church in the world

missionaries consist predominantly of young men nineteen to
twenty five years of age who are assigned to geographic
twentyfive

regions or missions throughout the world

throughout the years it has been observed that the
effectiveness of many missionaries has been hindered because
of health problems

particularly in foreign countries

serious

problems annually cause missionaries to return home prior
to the completion of their missions while other missions are

interrupted due to forced leaves of absence or transfer because
of health

related problems

it is thought that common health

problems do not result in such relocations but do create

unnecessary lost time

in 1974 total lost time in the mission

ooo
000 days
80000
field amounted to approximately 80

1I

1

Z

in order to determine the most appropriate and
n

effective measures to be adopted

jesus christ

of

officials of the church of

latterday
latter day saints hereafter

D S
designated L
LDS

church decided to analyze in depth the nature and scope of

missionary health problems 21
Z .11

As a

result of this analysis various measures have

been taken in the last three years to reduce health related

problems
1

these include
pre
premission
mission screening

this includes medical

and dental examinations and thorough medical screening of

missionary applications

mission presidents are also

informed of noted missionary health problems
2

immunization programs

these include stringent

regulations and immunizations given
gi ven at the initial mission
I1

home
3

post
postmission
mission screening for specific diseases

ie

among missionaries from high
highrisk
risk areas i e
4

tuberculosis

quarterly gamma globulin injections in high risk

missions for protection against infectious hepatitis
5

education

A pilot health

training program was

conducted in 1975 at the language training mission in provo

utah and evaluated

based

on this evaluation

it has been

proposed that six hours of mediated health education be taught

3

to forel
foreign
9 n speaking missionaries at the language

the proposed instruction will

mission

trainingt

be aimed at a prac-

tical approach to help missionaries living in primitive areas
as well as needed common health knowledge and skills

the overall proposed instruction will address

1

the following

six areas
1

nutrition

2

dealing with common medical problems and

obtaining needed health services
3

first aid principles

4

food contamination prevention and personal

5

improving interpersonal relationships

6

dealing with coughs colds and sore throats 31

hygiene

each of the above areas requires the development

of

teaching units to meet the specific needs of the missionaries
developed materials will be intended for use also as in
inservice
service

material in other missions of the church 31

because first

aid principles is one of the above areas there exists a defi-

nite need for an efficient teaching unit in first aid for the

missionaries at the language training mission

it is with

these basic considerations in mind that the following problem
was proposed

4

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

the intent of this study was

to develop a sixty minute

mediated practical first aid teaching unit for the missionary
day saints
system of the church of jesus christ of latter
latterday

subproblems
in addition to the general problem specified the

following subproblems were considered
1

what first aid skills and knowledge are needed by

the missionaries
2

how may relevant first aid skills and knowledge be

most effectively presented

the question considered the

existing instructional limitations as well as the time restrictions of the missionaries
3

how effective will the teaching unit be using know-

ledge as a criterion

hypothesis
null

there will be

no significant difference in

first aid

knowledge between those missionaries presented the teaching

unit in first aid

A

H 1 VA
HM
I

and those not receiving the unit

5

alternate

the first

aid knowledge of the missionaries who have

had the teaching unit in first aid at

will be significantly

a4
M
higher than those who have not had the unit aa

aaj4
A

jkft0

delimitations
the study includes

only

first aid instruction for the

S
D
missionaries of the L
LDS church

are taught at the

who

language training mission provo utah
was based on the recommendations of the

the instruction

LDS

church

health services which defined the subject areas to be covered
unite
in the first aid teaching units
unit

because of the scope of this study it was divided into

part 1I is included in this thesis which describes

two parts

the first aid teaching unit development i

problem

1

this includes

sub-

determining which skills and knowledge are needed

by the missionaries and subproblem

2

determining how to

most effectively present the relevant first aid skills and knowledge

part

11
II

describes the process of measuring the

effectiveness of the teaching unit including subproblem

measuring the effectiveness of the teaching unit using
knowledge as a criterion

3

definitions
language training miss
lon
ion
mission

the preparatory school for foreign speaking missionaries for the

LDS

church

the main objective

of the

school is to teach the missionaries the language of their

assigned countries

first aid
the immediate care given

to a person who has been

injured or suddenly taken ill 4170
417
mission president
D S official responsible for directing
appointed L
LDS

the missionary activities in designated geographical areas or
s ions
lons
mis
mls
missions

missionary
Mis
missional
slona system
siona
mls
missiona

that system

which includes selected members of the

D S church whose objective is disseminating information
L
LDS

about the church on a full
time voluntary basis for a period of
fulltime

approximately two years

7

gospel principles
D S church
those ideals which are believed by the LLDS

to be the teachings of

jesus christ

instructional limitations

training restrictions at

the language

training mission

first aid instructors lack

due to shortages of qualified

of

first aid expertise in the available language instructors

and

the absence of standardized first aid audio
visual aids
audiovisual

developing welfare services
rement
department
dep
dee rtment

the unit

of the L D
DSS

church which is responsible

for all health related matters

it is organizationally under

the direction of the presiding bishopric of the church and

manages the

LDS

church health services
JUST
IF IC AT ION
justification
lon

ent of the
department
the developing welfare services departrx
D S
L
LDS

church has suggested organizing a task committee

latterday
latter day saint volunteers

of

which will be instrumental in

developing a series of mediated audio
visual health educaaudiovisual

tion instructions for missionary health education 332Z

concerning the ffirst aid portion of the program it has been
observed by dr isaac ferguson manager

LDS

church

8

health services that while many materials exist on this
topic we have found none that11
that completely meet the specific

needs of the missionaries 3311
A review of available data

of the need for

stimulates an appreciation

first aid instruction for the missionaries

caus of death among
accidents are the leading cause
E

eight years old 417 and 59
thirtyeight
americans one to thirty
time lost due to injury is staggering
n

the

in the 1974 edition of

n

accident facts it is reported
24 years accidents claim more
youth aged 15
1524
lives than all other causes combined and about six times
more than the next leading cause of death four out of
five accident victims in this group are males 59

for

it is interesting

to note that in

c

of the

missionary

force falls under the grouping to which the above data applies
in 1973

among the principle classes of accidents in the united

states the three leading causes in disabling injuries were
home accidents 414.1
41 million

public accidents

work accidents 2522.5
255 million

while the principle cause of

deaths was motor vehicle accidents 53

3

million and

the nature

missionary work exposes the missionaries to all

of

of

these

threats
while the accident facts relating to missionaries do
not appear severe injuries and time lost as a result of accidents do pose considerable health problems for missionaries

9

from a preliminary analysis

of an unpublished study

D S church health services in 1971
done by the L
LDS

accidental

injury was rated the fourth leading type of illness among a
sample of 120 missionaries

percent

of all

A pilot

illnesses to be

the sample

showed about ten

of an accidental nature

6

health training program was conducted at the

language training mission in the summer of

1975

despite

1

previous background first aid training for the majority of

missionaries boy scout

first aid merit

badge red cross

or other first aid courses many incorrect answers were
pre
given to pro
class and post
proclass
class
preclass
postclass

first

aid questions

1

1I

and

5

it is obvious that missionaries feel the need for additional first aid skills

6

it appears that there is a legitimate

need for first aid training since cardiovascular
cardio vascular skeletal and

other emergency related problems have proven to be causes
of lost time among missionaries

as indicated in a 1971 world-

ooo
000 missionaries
wide study involving 12
12000

6

it is recognized that first aid training is extremely
valuable in both preventing and treating
sudden illness or
treat

accidental injury11
injury 418
11

to know the

nature of accidents is

of great value in preventing insults to the body 7192

while

studying the body damage that results from accidents promotes

safety awareness and a more accuse
accute safety attitude

it is such

10

a philosophy that prompted the

cross to state
american red gross

the first aid program offered by the first aid and
life saving service is distinctly one of education with
two prij
brij
primary
i iary
lary objectives first to prevent accidents
second to provide for immediate proper care for
victims of accidents 83

the american red cross has also recently stated that
doctors are often not available since the number of doctors
has not kept pace with the rising population

doctor may not be enough

calling the

a doctor may not be available to

18.18
18
emergency11 4418
come to the scene of the emergency
11

the situation

relating to nurses and health workers is similar

united states for example in
medical doctors and

osteopathy

14 000
J

of these only

1969

in the

942
there were only 324
324942

with the degree of doctor of

313 000 were in private

for a ratio of one physician for every

640 people

practice

this

would

be enough were it not for the facts that in the united states
as well as foreign countries
1

there is

an uneven distribution of physicians

with

the majority congregating around metropolitan areas
2

most physicians become specialists exceeding

301
seventy percent 7300
7300301

the US department

of commerce statistics are even

more pessimistic citing that in

1973

there were only

practicing physicians of which only 42

000

124 000

were in general

11

practice

there is therefore

a physician
physicianpatient
patient ratio of

11700 compared to the general practitioner
patient ratio
practitionerpatient
of

less than 15000

there is little relief in sight since

medical school graduates are barely matching retiring doc-

tors while the population increases 970

it should be

noted however that the shortage of doctors is merely a

shortage of general practitioners 7301

the shortage

of adequate medical facilities is another

factor which necessitates first aid training
the recognized standard of 4

5

for instance

hospital beds per 1000 inhabi-

tants is obtained in many US metropolitan areas but there

are many communities that have but half this number 7303

thus the shortages

of trained medical personnel and

hospital facilities as well as the nature of accidents are
effectively summarized by dr preston A wade

the increasing number

created
a serious problem for hospitals and the medical profession
country
ntry many other types of serious
throughout the cou
co
col
medical problems can be handled in specific centers when
the delay caused by transportation is of no importance
in the treatment of the accident victim however every
case is an emergency and needs treatment at or near the
site of the accident 1015
of accident victims has

L

thus there is much support from the practical
standpoint for initiating first aid training for the mission-

aries

there are however substantial reasons for

12

promoting first aid instruction from the gospel standpoint

the relationship between jesus

the church and health is

expressed in an interesting memorandum from the

LDS

church health services
of the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints is the same as that of the savior
bring to
pass the immortality and eternal life of man since

the mission

to
1I

obstacles such as illness hunger poverty unemployment
and emotional difficulties can and do impede mans
progress toward eternal life the mission of welfare
services is to bring to pass the independence and wellbeing of the individual and family especially in temporal
matters such independence is acquired through 1 true
conversion to the gospel of jesus christ 2 self respect
3 economic stability and 4 good physical and emotional
1
11
111
health lii
ili
D S church is also
it should be apparent then that the L
LDS

vitally concerned with the growth and progression of each
individual missionary

in other church health instruction the

topic of first aid has been included with service to others and
home nursing under the gospel concept that

when we bear

burdens we fulfill the law of christ

one another
anothers

philosophy expressed by the american

12

the

red cross is consistent

with the above concepts

if you as a first aider are prepared to help others
you are better able to care for yourself or direct others
in carrying out correct procedures to follow in your
knowing what to do in an emergency helps to
behalf
avoid the panic and disorganized behavior that are
9

characteristic of unprepared persons

41810
418

13

finally first aid training can assist the missionaries toward
gaining economic stability

when it is considered that in 1969

the average expense per patient per day in short
term general
shortterm
03 in
70
and special hospitals was 7003
70.03
7003

america 7303

a figure

that is rising and when it is considered that the average

mission expenses exceed

3

500

per missionary the economic

value of first aid training is readily apparent

therefore

first aid training is important from the gospel standpoint
in promoting independence and service to others

chapter
chapte
chacter
REVIEW OF

2

literature

HISTORY OF FIRST AID

instruction

during the crusades christian pilgrims in jerusalem
were offered medical aid and relief by a body of men calling

themselves

the

poor brethren of the hospital of saint john

this eleventh century group

was probably the

u

first organized

to administer immediate care to those suddenly taken ill or

injured 132

brethren

ft

following the example set by the poor

john ambulance association was
the saint johns

formed in 1877 in england

this association

whose chief aim

was rendering aid to persons involved in road railway or

civil accidents is believed to have provided the earliest form
of formal

first aid instruction 141

the earliest instance

first aid instruction in the

of

united states took place in new york city in 1880
society for

first aid

this

instruction to the injured provided

instruction by doctors of medicine for a nominal fee 141

14

16
15

in 1889

dr matthew J shields physician for

jermyn coal company of pennsylvania taught

a

the

first aid

th twenty
four coal miners enrolled as students 141
with
twentyfour
wil
class wll

also in the

1880s
1880

clara barton trained the first

disaster workers for relief action following floods along the
ohio and mississippi rivers 156
of the battlefield11
battlefield of the
11

miss barton

the angel

american civil war played a major

role in the forming of the american association of the red

cross

the organization was reincorporated as the american
national red cross in the year

this organization

igi
igl
161
1893 161

had tremendous influence over first aid instruction in the

united states since the year of its conception

in 1903

aid was established as a department of the american

cross

first

red

mr howe a superintendent was appointed and a red

gross
cross first aid manual was prepared and issued

due to

organizational changes interest was lost and not regained
until 1908 when major charles lynch an army medical

officer assigned to head up the first aid service by the war
14 1
department prepared a first aid textbook 141

dr matthew J shields pioneer

of

first aid instruc-

tion among the coal miners in pennsylvania was appointed

staff physician in 1910 and the first aid instruction program

16

since this time programs in

was solidly under way 141

advanced and standard first aid have been offered to state and

local police firemen ambulance drivers rescue squad
personnel YMCA scouts and other professional educational
and industrial groups

company
pullman
donated a railroad car fitted
the

cross
out as a classroom to the red gross
were added

later two

more cars

staffed by physicians these cars toured nearly

every state giving lectures

on

first aid

to

railroad employees

miners and the general public 141
in 1912 the first film on first aid was produced by the

edison company

A

teachers
teacher

handbook of

first aid

instruc-

tion was prepared for use in conducting first aid classes in
schools in 1922

at the request

of the

secretary

aid training was given to ROTC beginning in 1923

war first

of

in the same

year agreements were signed with eight different companies
to award joint ARC and telephone certificates 142
to 1927 training in

only

vas conducted
first aid was

prior

by staff physicians

however this policy was changed and in 1937 provi-

sions were made allowing lay members to teach instructor

training courses 143

the present philosophy
cross was keynoted in the

of the

american national red

1932 annual

report as follows

17

by the first aid and life saving
service is distinctly one of education with two primary
objectives first to prevent accidents second to provide
143
proper
0 er care for victims of accidents
for immediate pr

the program offered

in 1933 the

first general copyrighted red cross textbook was

published superseding the previous specific editions for police

teachers firemen and other individual groups

143

marked the beginning of the civil defense program

1941

this same year

in first aid training

a general directive was

issued by the army regarding first aid instruction and training
for the armed forces 143

the following year
british men women

a very unique organization of

and youngsters was formed

peculiar volunteer group made
dent victims

a

this

serious hobby of being acci-

A civil engineer and 120

civil defense volunteers

met in a bombed out shell of a convent and established the

casualties union an organization still in force today

make

up artists and physicians show volunteers how to look and

behave like genuine casualties with the purpose in mind of
ninor air raid rescue teams in emergency medical care
training
trai
traininor
00

1737
in 1945 the

british civil defense system was disbanded

but the union decided to remain intact
1

JV

000 fully

today more than

trained members are active in great britain

18

south africa australia new zealand and holland

the

11.80
80 each year and subject themselves to nine
members pay 180
180

they are mostly dedicated first aid

months of training

workers who firmly believe that first aid training is futile
due to the lack of realistic situations

they strongly feel

that first aid cannot be learned from books

in order for

training to be effective the student must be directly confronted
with the real situation

Is

doctors

their technique effective

have reported that nurses having previously performed

tracheotomies in practice sessions are more confident when
called upon in a real situation 1735
in the united states the schools were using

first aid training

as

red cross

part of the regular curriculum by

in 1951 the office of education

1948

federal security agency

issued a statement to education authorities urging inclusion of

turriculae
first aid in the curriculae

of colleges and junior and

senior

high schools both as a long term program directed toward

safety and as part of civil defense

by this time also a

majority of police fire departments and highway patrol units
throughout the united states were participating in the red

cross program 14
1455
.5

mary settle the first national training director for

red cross first

aid began formalized internal training

area

19

training offices were established and the first operational
5
05
57 14
145
195657
skills training was established in 1956
0

self help training program was estabthe medical selfhelp
lished in

1963 by the

office of civil defense

this excellent

program has proven beneficial in many instances
howard woodward was down by his barn cutting logs
with a chain saw when a loose sheath threw the saw into
his throat beverly just home from school heard his
hoarse cry for help rushing to him she found a wide
deep gash in his throat bleeding profusely and saw that
his jugular vein had been cut she pushed her hand into
the gash and held the ends of the severed vein her father
stooped so she could hold on while they walked to the
house to wait for the ambulance in the emergency room
five minutes after the accident the doctor said
forty
fortyfive
beverly knowledge and quick action
that beverlys
acti
aati an
3n had saved her
fathers life 18399

beverly woodward

of Carth
acre
carthage
acke
afke

years old and able to save her fathers
father

tennessee was sixteen
life because she had

heip
help training at her high school
self
selfhelp
received medical seif

many

states have incorporated this training in all their high school
and junior high school carric
lilae and individual schools in
curric
curriculae
turriculae

every state as well as private schools and colleges now offer
the course
heip
self
help program was developed by the
selfhelp
the medical seif

public health service in connection with the office of civil
help
elp people meet their own health needs
defense in order to heip
in disaster or emergency situation when no doctor is

I1

20

available

least

18400

the

goal of the course is to train at

one member in each family in medical seif
help
self heip

it

ges and public
was offered in all fifty states by some coll
colleges

schools fire and police departments fraternal and civic

organizations and armed forces installations

instructors were volunteers 1973

all

of the

the program received

the endorsement of the american medical association and
many other professional organizations 18401

it proved

so valuable in coping with everyday accidents that many

schools gave the course to their teachers bus drivers play181401
ground staff and supervisors 18401

since 1963 over twelve

million people completed this sixteen hour eleven lesson

course 1973

unfortunately due to administrational

changes the medical selfhelp
help program was discontinued
self heip
seif

it was replaced by your chance to live

presented by the department

this program focuses

on

of

n

a national program

health education and welfare

disaster preparation and is directed

toward the junior high school level

while nuclear attack

forest fires and other modern disasters are discussed first
1id is not as thoroughly presented as it was in the medical
aaid
ald

heip
help program
self
seif
selfhelp

20

presently there exists many programs aimed at
training people in first aid procedures and principles

the

21

field has emerged from a smattering of uncoordinated
individualized classes to an enormous collection of well

integrated well organized programs in less than
john
since the organization of the saint johns

100

years

ambulance associa-

tion in 1877 many millions of people have advanced in first aid

training

it is impossible to estimate the great service this

has provided mankind in the preservation of lives and limbs
and enriched daily living

the importance

of

training for

emergency medical personnel in specific occupations isS part
3

of this trend and therefore

for years

assion
the comm
ssion on
commission

trauma

of the

american

college of surgeons has advised that every ambulance
driver and attendant should take an american red cross
advanced first aid course or its equivalent we now
know from ambulance attendants themselves that this is
not enough the management of emergency childbirth
cardio
vascular accidents and sudden mental disturbcardiovascular
ances as well as emergency care beyond first aid needs
to be taught by physicians to all personnel concerned in
any way with the immediate care and transportation of
the sick and injured this includes law
lawenforcement
enforcement officers state police sheriffs staff and local police fire
fighters volunteer rescue squads ambulance drivers
and attendants employed by any of the above or by private
owners funeral directors hospitals or industry
dispatchers nurses army medical corpsmen and navy
stewards
during the past five years immediate care courses
for the aforementioned have been instituted all over the
nation 134

from professional

to

para
professional to the general
paraprofessional

public the opportunities for first aid training are available

22

and have become efficient and informative means of prolonging
and improving lives

RELATED

literature

the american national red cross
advanced

first

aid and emergency care

handbook
4

will be used as

the basic reference for this survey and proposed instruction

this section however surveys

the literature concerning

selected first aid topics about which it is felt additional background information is needed

this objective

first it is

there are several reasons for

anticipated that an emergency

reference of some type will be developed for the missionaries

this reference will provide essential first
by the missionaries
a consensus of the

aid knowledge needed

it is hoped that this survey will provide

best thinking about pertinent first aid topics

second this review will allow the reader to review some of
the recent trends in

theoryy
theor
first aid theoc

and practice

third this

survey will address those areas about which there are discrepancies among the experts examining the factors involved

this

when this will aid in arriving at the preferred methods

survey will also provide interesting insight to some areas
which are treated but briefly in the

red cross manual

it is

with these factors in mind that the following is presented

23

general
perhaps the best general rules for any medical
emergency are found in the defense civil preparedness
agencys
agency

they are

handbook on disasters for citizens
1

do no harm

get competent assistance if possible

from doctors nurses or trained first aid personnel

if these

are not available then take charge 2132
2

look for stoppage of breathing and serious bleeding

these need immediate attention 2132 it is interesting
cross and wade give first priority to
note that the red gross

to

reestablishing breathing 421
421 and 2216 while the office of

civil defense gives stopping

of bleeding as the

first step

either severe hemorrhaging or severe bleeding can

32
22
2232

result in death within minutes

ideally having two first

alders enabling one to remedy each problem simultaneously
is most efficacious

in other cases judgment will suggest the

proper order or the proper combination
3

of the two

prevent shock or treat it 2132

since different

sources place splinting and treating for shock in different

orders it is simply noted here that fractures must be splinted
before limbs are raised in the treatment of shock
4

do not move the patient immediately unless

there is life threatening danger

wait until breathing is

24

restored bleeding is stopped and broken bones are splinted
2132
5

keep calm reassure the victim and keep him

comfortably warm 2132
in regards to rule number four above

carper has

observed that victims should not be moved unless greater
be is
danger is risked by allowing the victim to remain where he

fire

and drowning are two examples of such dangers

the

proper procedure is to give first aid where the victim lies
in most accidents with the exception

and call an ambulance

there has been

of poisoning time is not crucial 2423

discrepancy noted on this concept

no

in a four year study of

diving injuries in new jersey dr richard rado noted that
750 divers yearly suffer broken necks in the united

five hundred

of

states

them become paralyzed often because bystand-

ers have the impulse

to

get them out

u

paralysis as noted in

several case studies has been avoided by not yanking or
twistingtp the neck 2423

burns

there seems

to be general consensus that cold water

is the best first aid for lesser burns

research dr john boswick director

in some of the initial
of hand and burn

surgery

25

chicago cook city hospital recommended immediate immerthart
thatt seventy degrees
sion in comfortably cold water less than

2423
until the pain stops 2423

other writings suggest the use

of ice water until the pain is relieved usually from fifteen

minutes to five hours 25141 2670 2711 28176
10

cover-

ing the burn with plastic wrap and applying cold compresses

or simple cold moist towels is recommended for areas
14 2669 2711
which cannot be immersed 2910
291014

only disagreement exists as to the nature of

the navy

and

the

lesser burns

erven recommend ice water for burns covering

28175 2670
less than twenty percent of the body 28175

other

research suggests this for burns covering less than ten percent of the body 2711

cunningham and harris cite cases

where ice water immersion significantly and dramatically was
used in third degree burns of the face neck and ear 25141
while the army recommends only dry covering for second or

third degree burns 3046

it is generally felt that ice water

2423
decreases pain and scarring while promoting healing 2423

2910 4
29104

av
1v

2669
2669

grease or greasy ointments must never be

used since they do not promote healing must be scraped off
in treatment which is painful and delays treatment and can
4 3046
2423 2910
4a
contribute to infection 2423
29104aa

the army

teaches that the only acceptable material for application to

26

the burned surface besides the dry sterile dressing is

salfamyalon burn creme 3046
the average

which is not available to

first aider

in more severe burns the following is noted

in

injuries involving burns most deaths occur immediately
from suffocation

this is

followed by deaths from shock

which occur within a few hours

from three to ten days 3044
which

deaths from infection occur
suggests
guests the order in
this su

first aid should be administered

swelling of the lips

and mouth can indicate swollen airway tissue

if normal

re sus citation methods fail the army recommends making a
resuscitation
simple emergency surgical airway to overcome suffocation
an unauthorized step for most

to treat for
hour away 4141

first alders 3044

shock if medical help is more than an
allow the victim to sip a half glass of salt

and soda solution over a period of fifteen minutes

the proper

proportion is one teaspoon of salt plus one half teaspoon of
soda to a quart of lukewarm water 2140 2336 4140

the

burned areas should be covered with clean dry and sterile

airtight dressings if available

A clean sheet

plastic bag or

towel mares
makes a good substitute 4140 2910
291044 2670 3046

if dry sterile dressings are not available it is best to leave
the burned material covering the wound

A blanket should

27

not be used to cover the victim unless it is very cold 2336

3046

since this can increase the loss of body fluids

in

extensive burns it is best to spend available time in getting

enroute to the hospital

2711
the victim to the hospital 2711

or if medical attention is delayed aspirin may be given to
relieve pain and the area around the burn may be washed

2140 2336
21400

applied over extensive
ice water should not be appliedover

areas since this may increase shock reactions

however

cold packs may be applied to the face or the hands and feet
14 1
44141

pieces of cloth which stick
removed

to the burn should not be

nor should the burn itself be cleaned or blisters

broken 2336
BI
bleeding
ee ding

direct pressure with
most generally prescribed

a gauze dressing is the method

the

gauze facilitates clotting

hadd over the dressing should be
additional pressure with the hand

employed if the bleeding does not stop 295
29588

almost any

bleeding especially venous bleeding can be controlled by

direct pressure 313
31366 3012

even the bare hand can be

used if dressing is
i s not available although the cleanest dresi

sing available will minimize slipping caused by blood 2322
2322

bleeding of the leg often requires extreme pressure

the

28

clenched fist should be covered with cloth if available and
one should continue to apply

thrust directly into the wound

this pressure until the bleeding is controlled or while a tourniquet is applied if one is necessary 267

although eleva-

tion is generally noted as an additional measure the army
notes that it may slow blood flow only if the wound involves
venous or capillary bleeding

however there is no value

rom elevation in the control of
ffrom

arterial bleeding

the army

also states that the use of pressure points to control bleeding
is not recommended if pressure must be maintained for a long

period of time
a

however it may be useful temporarily until

pressure dressing can be applied 3012

the army states that

acute severe hemorrhage or

bleeding involving the loss of at least two pints of blood con-

stitutes
stitutes

an emergency

is not stopped 3011

and the patient will die if the bleeding

gross
428
the red cross agrees 428

it is

generally agreed that a tourniquet is dangerous
dancrerous to apply
leave on and remove because of the damage it causes to nerves
blood vessels and other tissue 295
29599 2323

although it is

agreed that it should only be used in an emergency opinions
differ slightly concerning when it will be needed

wade states

that even in a completely severed limb spasm will close the
blood vessels

preventing fatal hemorrhage 2217

the army

29

states that a tourniquet should be applied at once for traumatic
amputations
imputations

even if bleeding is slight the initially con-

dinor will increase 3043
and blee
bleeding
relaxand
bleedinor
relaxant
tracted muscles will relax

agency
preparedness
maintains a similar
defense
civil
the
position 2136

tourniquets are often necessary in the case

17.17
17
ves s el 22
of a partially torn vessel
2217

or about two inches above

an incomplete or complete amputation 3043

the navy

states that one will usually be necessary if a large artery in
the leg is cut although direct pressure should first be tried

267

the navy

adds what is generally felt that insufficient

tourniquet pressure may actually increase the amount of
venous bleeding

removing a tourniquet once it has been

applied can also increase bleeding

either may easily cause

death since the victim has already lost much blood the

reason for applying the tourniquet in the first place

it then

adds that recent experience has shown that a correctly applied

tourniquet may be left on for a considerable length
lenoth of time
with very little risk to the limb 26
2677

according to erven

aay be left in
medical authorities indicate that a tourniquet may
place for three to four hours with practically no risk 2894

neck wounds are a particular interest

unlike most

bleeding it is recommended that direct pressure be applied

30

both above and below the wound to prevent air from entering
the circulatory system which could be fatal

cloth under the

fingers is useful since the neck gets slippery from blood
267
267

9.9

05
za
z9
0599 32122
295
2959

it is now generally agreed that plain soap and water is

superior to antiseptics for cleansing small wounds
skeptics
septics can have adverse side effects

anti

experiments with

animals at the new york state health department laboratories

demonstrated how effective flushing with soap and water is
in cases where rabies infected wounds were untreated there

was a ten percent survival rate as compared to a ninety

percent survival rate for animals whose wounds were scrubbed
and flushed with soap and water 2422
2422

in deeper wounds

the surrounding areas only should be gently cleaned if evacua-

tion is delayed 3028

nosebleed is a special case of bleeding

in the medical

red cross method

help course first
self
seif heip
selfhelp

aid is similar to the

the head is tilted back

the nostrils are pinched and cold cloths

are placed over the nose face or back of the neck 2364
3282

A role of gauze placed between the lip and

121
teeth will often control bleeding 32
32121

upper

31

shock is often good evidence of internal bleeding

treatment involves keeping

the victim still and giving nothing

by mouth 3013

shock
shock
in simple terms

shock is a disturbance of the circu-

za
za
z6
z7
2627
by
injury
caused
lation

although the clinical signs

and symptoms are well acknowledged restlessness and anxiety

may precede all others 295
29544

the army recommends that

a victim be treated for shock even before the clinical signs

appear for the following wounds
1

penetrating belly chest neck and pelvis wounds

or other wounds where internal bleeding is suspected
2

arm

3

fractures

and leg wounds with tissue damage as big as

a fist

of the large bones 3014

the treatment procedures are generally standardized

there is general agreement that the fluid administered is

the

same solution as is administered for burns and that it should
be administered only if medical help is not close 2137 2624

2338

and contraindications are not present

the navy

explains that in shock fluid is not immediately necessary and

little is absorbed

it is needed only to meet the bodys needs

32

of two to three quarts of liquid daily 2524

fluid should

not be administered to one with an internal injury

rather

bened with a small quantity of water
tened
mois
moistened
the mouth may be mols
water

that must not be swallowed 2649

fluid should also not

be

given when there is an open chest wound as the victim might
choke or get the fluid into his lung 2647

heat can increase sweating and draw blood
artificial beat
toward the heat thereby defeating the shock response

this

is why the victim should be comfortably warm but not over-

heated 2649

the navy cautions that feet

should not be elevated if

there is an internal wound 2649

artificial respiration

after from four

to six minutes without oxygen there

will be permanent damage and death to brain cells and cells
of the nervous system 3013

3
293
2933 469

time
tlley
tilep
after this timey

.3
3 3
life is possible but the victim will be like a vegetable 29
293
2933

the navy states that artificial respiration

should be continued

for at least four hours since some people have been saved
by up to eight hours of artificial respiration 2613
2613
to mouth or mouth
to nose are the
mouthtomouth
the mouth
mouthtonose

unequivocally preferred methods providing the best ventila-

tion since exhaled air contains fifteen to eighteen percent

33

oxygen as compared to normal air which has twenty percent
8
oxygen 293
2938

agency
suggests that
preparedness
defense
civil
the
the following steps be taken if the flow of air is restricted
1

check the head and jaw position 2135

in the

case of a suspected broken neck or injured cervical spinal
cord maneuvers to lift the chin and jaw are appropriate

this

includes lifting the chin forward with the thumbs inside the

corners of the mouth or lifting the jaw by placing the fingers
under the angles of the patients jaw 3251
2

35
2135
clear the mouth with the fingers 21al2l

most

agencies recommend that the finger be wrapped with a clean
cloth or a handkerchief if available 470 293
29388

AMA

suggests that the victim be rolled over before attempting
attempt ino to

clear the airway 33844

at a minimum

52
3252
turned to one side 32

the army notes that if there is

the head should be
a

wound to the face or neck the airway be cleared of blood clots

and wound tissue by the fingers wrapped in gauze

the patient

should then be placed in the best po
position
aition
sition for drainage 3016
3

turn

the victim on his side and strike him several

times between the shoulder blades to dislodge foreign objects
5p
22135
13 ap

2330
2330 475
.9
9

down over one

smaller victims may be turned upside

arm and struck in the same manner 476

34

the navy also states that quickly compressing

8
293
2938

the

abdomen for a minute may force air out of the lungs and dis-

lodge the object however the red cross notes that this may
38
3
8
.38
cause regurgitation 475 29
293
38
2938

4

if the above do not work

close the mouth and blow

through the nose 2135

the national highway traffic safety administration
to nose is used if
lesson plans state that mouth
mouthtonose
1

there is severe injury

2

the rescuer

victims
victim

mouth

to the mouth

cannot make a tight seal over the

this may occur if the victim has

a big mouth

has no teeth etc
3

the patients tongue

is swollen 2938

an important comment on the above method is that if

it is used the mouth should be open as the victim exhales since
one third of the victims will have airway obstruction due to the

action of the soft palate at the back of the throat 29
293
388
2938
38

most agree that the frequency of breaths should be
twelve times per minute or twenty times per minute for a

2330 2135
small child or infant 474y
474 3016 23301

the traffic

adamini
safety administration
admini strati on notes that the rhythm is not as important

as the air volume adding that the rhythm may be as high as

35

fifteen times per minute for adults and thirty times per minute

for infants 2938
A point that should be obvious but is not always empha-

sized is that assistance should be requested in controlling the
bleeding until breathing is restored 3016

there is disagreement concerning

the next preferred

lift method is preferred if
the back pressure arm
armlift

method

there is vomiting or extensive bleeding around the face and
lips by the health services and mental health administration
the office of civil defense and the navy 2330 2630

here

it is noted that this method fails in the overwhelming majority
of cases because the head drops as the arms are ra
isec
raised
raisec

shutting off the airway

therefore an assistant must hold

2613
the head up and back 2613

gross
crossi second choice
the red cross

si
pressurearm
arm lift technique
silvester
is the modified ivester
lvester chest pressure

with no explanation 470

to

appreciate the superiority

type methods

the

armys position is

of the mouth
to mouth
mouthtomouth

included

pressure is the only acceptable method

positive

this includes mouth

to nose mouth to mouth mouth
to oral airway tubing and
mouthtooral
to emergency surgical airway
mouth
mouthtoemergency
mouthto

pressure

ie

methods using negative

silvester method are of

no value

if positive

pressure respiration is not possible or if vomitus can not be

36

cleared manually or by quick puffs an artificial opening in

artificial respiration should

the trachea should be created

be begun if this does not restore breathing

it is however

noted that it is not usually necessary to take this action

since the four steps noted above to overcome restricted air
flow will overcome all but the most persistent obstructions
17 24844
3015
301517
9.9

by the average

although the surgical airway is not used

first aider the following steps are included

for professional interest
1

restrain the patient

2

with a sharp instrument make an incision over

the membrane between the thyroid cartilage adams apple
above and the less prominent in males

cricoid cartilage

below
3

immobilize the skin and trachea wind pipe in one

hand make a horizontal incision through the skin

then make

a second incision into the larynx voice box through the mem-

brane about finger size

the fingers
enlarge the opening with che

to allow the lungs to fill
4

Re
respirate
spirate if the

5

insert and secure

victim does not begin to breathe

such as a ballpoint pen 3017

a tubelike

item into the opening

37

cardiac arrest and cardiopui
pulmonary
monary respiration
Pul munary
since performing this improperly could cause fatal

laceration

of the lungs

clis
liver and spleen this
llis is not usually
1-

1 through
performed by first alders 294
2941

1

4455

this infor-

mation is included for professional background and information
since somewhat different methods are recommended

the army the national highway traffic safety
administration and others have almost identical methods

after clearing the airway three
given
A two

this is
breath

to five quick

urn
followed by fifteen compressions of the stern
sternum

fifteen compression cycle is then maintained

if there are two men a one breath
5
az
67
3267
is maintained 3018 294
2945 3z
.00

J

same cycle

breaths are

five compression cycle
AMA recommends the

recommends a chest compression
however it itrecommends

rate of eighty per minute for one man and sixty per minute
for two men 35846

the coast guard recommends that five

to six breaths

be given initially followed by thirty compressions
to six breaths

etc

then five

menp
with two men
mena the cycle is one inflation

87
for every four to five strokes 3185
318587

for children up to

eight to ten years old only one

band should be used for compression and for infants only
hand

38
5
32169
284
3269
284
the tips of two fingers should be used 2845
2845 321.69

cardiac

arrest is most often caused by respiratory arrest 3018
interruption of only five seconds may result in failure of
cardio
cardle pulmonary respiration 3271
cardie

poison
most recent sources now recommend essentially the
same treatment for non
petroleum poisons
nonpetroleum
corrosive or non
noncorrosive
1

dilute with large quantities of milk or water 499

3056 3847 39200
3695 305630
2

these first steps must be

induce vomiting

96 3056
immediately 499 360
3696

done

if no vomiting occurs within

fifteen to twenty minutes of administering syrup of ipecac

repeat dosage only once 3851 39200
3

administer the suitable antidote

if the specific

antidote can not be determined then activated charcoal and

water 499

milk 3056

vh ites or vegetable oil
egg whites

retards

absorption and protects the digestive lining 3696 2631

activated charcoal should be given after vomiting occurs if
used with syrup of ipecac since the charcoal inhibits the
vomiting action of the syrup

the charcoal is administered

orally by mixing one or two tablespoons with eight ounces of
ZOI
zol
water 3851 39
39201

if activated charcoal is given vomiting

39

should be induced after fifteen minutes if medical attention

will be delayed 499

A substance that will soothe the

stomach and delay absorption of the poison such as milk
miil and
mill
1
egg white should be given periodically after vomiting 2631
263

research performed at the university

of

arizona

found that the absorption of plain activated charcoal which is

recommended by some health officials is one third greater

syrup of ipecac is

2423 2710
than the universal antidote 2423

2423 2710 40 if availrecommended to induce vomiting 2423
9.9

able

nothing good can be said for burnt toast tea and milk

of magnesia

according to henry L verhulst head of the

united states public health services national clearing house

for poison center 2710

two tablespoons

of

salt in a glass

of warm water has been recommended to induce vomiting
67
za
.67
67
z3
2367

3317

however the intermountain regional poison

control center and hafen state that salt water is potentially
dangerous and should not be used 37 39201

regarding corrosive poisons such as acids or alkalis
foi
fol
lowina
the red cross states the following
followina

then give
poison

egg whites in water or oil

first give

milk or water

finally neutralize the

other experts recommend that the acid or alkali be

first neutralized

then give

a substance

that will soothe the

stomach and delay absorption of the poison

water with

40

vinegar or lemon juice and grapefruit juice will neutralize

the red cross mentions

alkalis

nothing to neutralize acid

while hafen recommends lime
ilme wate r
limewater
limewate

milk olive and vege-

table oil or egg whites protect the digestive lining 499
0679
232367

the

2631 3696
0.0

AMA specifies that vomiting

should not be induced if any of the following have been
swallowed

fluid

petroleum products kerosene gasoline lighter

toilet bowl cleanser rust remover drain cleaner

lye acids for personal or household use iodine styptic
pencil washing soda ammonia water household bleach11
bleach

11

J

3317
splinting

gross
the red cross discourages the restoration of broken
bones to their proper alignment 4158
3327
3327

notes

as does the AMA

surgeons
of
orthopaedic
academy
american
the
sorne very important exceptions
with some

a

severely

angulated fracture should be straightened prior to splinting

for this may lessen the chance of permanent damage to blood

vessels and nerves around the fracture site

3294
3294

gentle

straightening preferably with two people is recommended

of course joint or spine fractures as well as dislocations
should not be straightened 2331 296
29688 3030

41

in general the steps for treating fractures are
1

control the bleeding

2

treat

3

splint without moving the victim unless his life

doubtful injuries as fractures

is threatened
4

prevent shock further injury and infection

5

check circulation on both sides of the splint

025 31
232325
232531

heat stroke

this results from
center in the brain 3061

the malfunction of the heat regulating

treatment involves

1

get the victim

2

5
cool him in any way possible 2910
29105

to bed 2361

the ideal treatment is immersion

in an ice bath to cool him

61
to about 101 degrees fahrenheit 30
3061

32149

the red

cross does not recommend ice 4152
4152
3

administer one half teaspoon

of

salt per glass

of

water every fifteen minutes for three hours 2361
F
r os tbite
taite
frostbite

the navy experiments

in

alaska are well recognized

deeply frozen limbs which were thawed in warm water
vater thawed

faster and were more often saved than those thawed in snow

42

cold water or room temperature 2422

only slight disagree-

ment exists as to the recommended temperature of the water

the red cross recommends

102 to 105

latter limit agreed upon by the
conference

AMA

international medical

first aid manual

mended 3331 2357
J

108

degrees is recom-

the army recommends

the navy recommends

the

in the medical self
help
selfhelp

frostbite 32146

on

course and the

3062

1964

degrees 4149

107 to 109

104

degrees

degrees 2674

nicotine further constricts blood vessels 3062

the victim

should receive immediate medical care even if this involves
walking on a frostbitten foot or leg

korea

and

recent experience in

alaska show that the chances for successful treat-

ment are not lessened by walking unless the limb has already
thawed 32145

sucking wound of the chest
if the sealing of the wound is successful the victims

breathing will be easier and the bubbling or hissing sound at
the wound will decrease

if the chest cavity floods with blood

this can lead to shock and collapse of the lungs

first

aid

consists of placing the victim on the wounded side if possible
to increase the breathing with the good lung keeping the

still and getting medical treatment as soon as possible
victim stillp
stilla
3040

give no fluid as it can get in the lungs or cause

43

choking 3024

two and one half inch strips of adhesive

tape over a dressing can be useful in obtaining an airtight
sseal
e al 22647
64 7

snakebites

there is little agreement in the area
treatment

of snakebite

contrary to the red cross the army states that

incisions should not be made if treatment is less than one
half hour away 3057

while

carper notes that incisions

should only be made if help is more than an hour away 2423

surgeons
of
adds that
academy
orthopaedic
american
the
sucking and incisions are of no value after the first minutes
169
and should not be attempted after thirty minutes 32
32169

the venom research laboratory

of the

veterans

administration hospital counsels against incisions and sucking
altogether as a waste of time 40

dr robert E arnold reported that recent experiments
two percent
twentytwo
with radioactive venom showed that only twenty

of the venom will spread in one hour when the affected limb is

splinted

incisions which may damage a nerve leading to

mid
and increased venom spread should be done
hyperactivity wid

only in a hospital 41

44

the venom research laboratory stated
do not waste time cutting and sucking the wound if
a suction device is readily available it could be used to
retrieve venom from the fang puncture if the venom
is deep in the tissue or after fifteen minutes forget

suction 40

hafen adds that bulb suction can retrieve up to fifty

percent of the venom in the first fifteen minutes but that it
darnage 39227
damage
can also cause tissue carnage

packing the bite in ice is reported to cause serious

tissue damage 39227 41504

learch lab
the venom Res
research

states that ice cubes may be applied continuously wrapped in
cloth to make the victim comfortable 40
although constricting bands have traditionally been
recommended the venom research

lab

counsels against

quets since most are applied too tightly and are dangertourniquets
tourni
504
ous to the limb 41
41504
A

artery but
bat not venous flow

to allow
of

properly applied constricting band has been thought

the american academy

orthopaedic surgeons is unique in recommending constricting

bands not a tourniquet applied above and below the bite at
168
32168
the borders of the swelling 32

choking
hokina
bokina
in

america food choking is the sixth leading cause

42398
accidental death 42398

the heimlich maneuver

of

of

45

compressing the upper abdomen has proven so successful
that it has been officially endorsed by the national safety
council the army and the navy

it can be performed also

with the victim in the prone position or by the victim himself

heimlich suggests that the maneuver would probably help to
expel water from the throat and lungs before resuscitation
resus
desus citation

for victims of drowning

A physician should examine the

infra
intraabdominal
victim for infraabdominal
intra abdominal organ damage after the maneuver
is performed 42401
miscellaneous

the instructor lesson plans for the crash injury
management for traffic law enforcement officers course is

based on the american academy of orthopaedic surgeons

emergency care and trans
transport
ort

of the
and
sick &nd
chesick
thesick
and

injured

1

it

states that the normal pulse rate for adults is sixty to eighty
lite for children
minute
per
P er minute eighty to one hundred per min

the respiration rate for

adults

children and infants are

five to thirty
seventeen twenty to twenty
twentyfive
five and twenty
twentyfive

five per minute

1
respectively 293
2931

sponge baths or cool

compresses are recommended for severe fever that is
loz degrees for adults and
fever above 102

2356

103

degrees for children

an ice water or alcohol bath is prescribed along with

46

drinking fluids for a fever above 105 degrees

two aspirins

are recommended for high or low fever 3063

obviously

medical attention should be sought for any of the above fevers

4245
one teaspoon of salt in one pint
pi nt of hot water or four
I1

aspirin tablets in a pint of hot water can relieve the pain
of sore throat 2349

ointments should not be put on cold sores nor should
cold sores be scratched 3072

when there is doubt as to whether a victim is suffering

from diabetic coma or insulin shock sugar should be given
since sugar can not appreciably hurt a patient in diabetic coma
948p 32183
29
2948

SPECEFIC
SPECIFIC

there exists

literature

an enormous storehouse of literature

concerning proper immediate care for victims of injury or
sudden illness 43

these sources however contain infor-

mation applicable to situations involving sophisticated

machinery drugs and techniques

forty hours of instruction 442
be met in this endeavor

they also require

up to

these requirements cannot

therefore the goal

of this review

is to acquaint the reader with specific findings that support

47

the objectives outlined earlier in this study
of

due to the lack

literature concerning the instruction of first aid principles

within a one hour block pamphlets films and instructional

methods which have been used for larger programs will be

discussed

in researching other programs dealing with

first

aid instruction for foreign service personnel it was found

that the peace corps includes the standard red cross course
in

first aid

45

pamphlets
pamphlet
pamphle
in addition to classroom experience it has been

suggested that a small booklet be prepared which can be

carried with the people at all times

46

there are excellent

booklets available at this time which fit this need

the

national safety council has prepared a tiny booklet two and
one
half inches by four inches which conta
ins the following
contains
onehalf

artificial respiration bleeding shock poisoning

areas
wounds

burns fractures and dislocations sprains and

laju
strains transporting the injured
laiu red and ten tips to remember
47

some peculiarities found in this booklet include the

distinctions between white blue and red shock directions
not to breathe on open wounds suggesting the use of ointments
on

first degree burns

and chemical burns and instructions

48

to arrange a fractured limb in as natural position as possible
47

the american medical association published a forty
seven page manual which is six inches high and four inches
wide 48

this covers the same areas

council booklet plus

as the national safety

allergic reactions emergency child-

first aid supplies heat and cold

birth epileptic seizure

injuries mental disturbances radiation unconsciousness
poisonous bites and stings and head injuries

A helpful

addition in this booklet is specific don
dons
ts printed in red
46
ink 481
48146

johns on published a guide to
johns on and johnson
johnson
in 1972 johnron
aid

incl s
this pamphlet measures four inches

twenty seven
consists of twentyseven
seven pages

first

by six inches and

it contains all the areas

listed in the national safety council booklet plus the following
choking bites and stings electric shock baintin
faintingg foreign
faintin

bodies in eye nose and

ear heat exhaustion heat stroke
this

unconsciousness
nsciousness and abdominal wounds
nosebleed unco

publication also contains several pages of clear illustrations
of bandaging

24
carrying and respiration techniques 491
49124

the most recent booklet
digest in 1974

this five

was published by the

readers

by seven and one
half inchpampblet
inch pamphlet
onehalf

contains all areas mentioned in the other booklets plus

449

appendicitis blisters boils concussion convulsions

hyper ventilation
diabetic coma drowning heart attack hyperventilation
insulin reaction poisonous plants splinters sties and

cardio- pulmonary resuscitation 503

there are many

excellent illustrations and an adequate index

this booklet

23
r e co mmends
recon
50123
amends cutting and sucking for snake bites 501
ffnends

films
the american red cross published

two films in

nine minutes and cover the
1957 which run for twenty
twentynine

followingt areas

bandages and dressings artificial

res
p ir
respir-

ation shock burns bleeding poisoning bone and muscle

injuries common emergencies and fainting

51

although

some of the methods are outdated the film manages to cover

many areas with good clarity in such a short amount of time

the film utilizes animated pictures
real people

the method

of

and demonstrations on

instruction this film employs

is that of showing a real life emergency and asking the
question

what would you do

the most recent

51

and extensive

series of films con-

cerning first aid are those produced by the office of civil

defense

52

while these films contain the most modern

treatments they are very specific and only cover one area

50

of

first aid in each thirty minute film

do11
what would you do
doti format

52

they also use the

the use

of films in

aid instruction is a successful method of instruction

room
serve to bring the situation into the class
classroom

first

they

it is widely

accepted that things seen on film are usually well remem
kemem
bered11
bered 53
bared

ins instructional
fractional methods

although the degree of correlation between accident
arst
prevention and F
irst aid education is highly speculative
first
it is generally agreed that this type of training should
have a strong0 influence on safety practices 54

to carry this

statement one step further it is also agreed

that the quality of first aid education is as important and more
effective than the quantity of that instruction

the following

methods of instruction have been proven successful in the

improvement of first aid instruction

positive creative

classroom atmosphere helps prepare a student to react well
in emergencies and motivates a willingness to assume respon-

sibili
ties while gruesome exposure spurs boredom and flight
sibilities
from responsibility 444

it has been found that the use of

colorful displays and the use of bandages and splints aid in
the retaining of interest and attention to do
doss instead of
donts11
bonts
donts aids in the ability of the students to remember what

has been taught 446

51

two popular methods used in first aid instruction
show discuss method and the discuss
are the showdiscuss
demonstrate
discussdemonstrate

practice method

while neither was labeled most effective

it is obvious that practice is one of the paramount steps in

first aid preparation

heip
help program is
self
selfhelp
the medical seif

55

also an advocate of practice

their

method of instruction

includes the presentation of illustrated lectures followed by

practice demonstration

56

the practice

of bringing the

ent is sound educastudent into close contact with the refer
referent

tional procedure and is a must in the instruction of first aid

from the

above information we can conclude that

exposure to first aid experiences or facsimiles thereof is
a

necessary ingredient in successful first aid instruction

this exposure may be

obtained from charts films acting

out situations models make up etc

multi media
this multimedia

approach has been shown to be an effective educational device
and in more than one instance there was a measurable

improvement in both acceptance and comprehension in the

basic first aid material11
material when
11

a multi
media approach was
multimedia

used 57

first aid test
casperson has developed a valid and reliable first
aid test for college students 58

although some of the

52

questions are outdated due to conceptual advancements
many are still useful

chapter
chapte
chacter

3

procedures
the purpose

of this study was to develop a mediated

practical teaching unit in first aid for the missionary system
of the church of jesus

christ

of

latterday
latter day saints

part effort
twopart
this study involved a two

1

teaching

2measuring the effectiveness of the
unit development and 2measuring

this part part 1I reports the teaching unit
II reports the process of measuring
development while part 11

teaching unit

the effectiveness of the teaching unit

the following procedures were utilized

population identification
the population or target group considered consists
of the entire missionary force which is taught at the language

training mission provo utah

determining

THE CONTENT

OF THE TEACHING UNIT

the first subproblem

was to determine the

first

aid knowledge and skills needed by the missionaries
53

54

first

aid textbooks

reports and american red cross

information were reviewed

from these sources

a

list of

recommended topic areas to be covered in the teaching unit
was empirically compiled

this list was reviewed

and

D S church health services and included
refined by the L
LDS

as part of the health services1
services

1

sr
presidents
former mission presidentsr
President

missionary health survey appendix A

it was hoped that

the completed surveys would indicate the relative importance
of each topic

area

ria
turns were inconreturns
however the survey rie

clusive since few accidental injuries were reported and
few lost days were known to be caused by accidental injuries

many of the common

first aid problems did not come to the

slon presidents
sion
mission
attention of the rris
the

LDS

it was determined by

church health services then that the teaching

unit would address all of the areas on the survey pertaining
to

first aid

this list

of topic

re
fied upon reevaluation
evaluation by the
to that shown in

table

3

areas was subsequently modi-

LDS

church health services

page
page 6611

METHOD OF presenting THE
TEACHING UNIT
FIRST AID TEACMNG

the second subproblem was

to determine how to most

effectively present the first aid instruction

D SO
the LLDS

55

church health services determined that a filmstrip could
most effectively be used by the language training mission

instructors

the development

of a slide presentation was

this form

requested however

of instruction was con-

sidered to be a flexible prototype for a filmstrip since it
once developed the

could be easily modified and improved

S
D
slide presentation could be refined by the L
LDS church

before its conversion to a filmstrip and utilization

developing

THE FIRST AID
TEACHING UNIT

before developing the teaching unit a script appendix
B

had to be developed

writing and reviewing the script
scri t
in consultation
constatation with the

a

list

LDS

church health services

of required topic areas for the
first aid instruction was
thefirst

developed table

2

page 60

A

draft script which comple-

mented the required first aid topic areas was then prepared
in preparing this draft script specialists and medical

doctors as shown in table

expertise

for instance

1
1

two

were consulted for additional

ear nose

and

ists were consulted for the nosebleed portion

throat special-

for sprains

and strains a physical therapy instructor and the head athletic

56

table

1I

experts consulted in writing the
first aid teaching unit script

experts

topic
area

consulted

minor bleeding
major bleeding
nosebleed

MD

fractures

MD

dislocation
sprains
strains
burns
sunburns
insect bites and stings
embedded insects
cramps
and
exhaustion
heat
heat
heat stroke
ros tbite
F
taite
frostbite
cold exposure

MD

MD
MD

PTI
MD HAT PTI
MDP
JO

MD
MD

MD
MD
MD
MD
MD

MD
MD

blisters

MD

HAT

PTI

ears nose

ENT

MD HAT

choking

ENT
MD

J

and throat specialists

medical doctors
head athletic trainer brigham
young university
physical therapy instructor brigham
young university

57

trainer an internationally renowned lecturer

both of brigham

young university were consulted
A

jury of experts consisting of two medical doctors

two advanced

first aid instructors and

two former mission

presidents were selected to review the draft script which had
been prepared for technical accuracy and ease of comprehension

the names

of the jury members and their qualifications

are listed in appendix

C

the draft script was modified

and improved in

accordance with the comments of the jury

the LDS

church health services approved a jury recommendation to
add the area of blisters to the
to the draft

list

of

required topic areas and

script

this modified draft script
church health services

As a

D S
was reviewed by the L
LDS

result

of the review the format

was changed to better maintain interest

the revised draft script

was again reviewed by the

jury of experts and the necessary minor improvements were
made

this completed

the preparation of a workable script

as presented in appendix B

58

developing and reviewing the
slide presentation

missionaries from the language training mission were
used for subjects to illustrate the first aid incidents described
in the script

up to represent
madeup
the subjects were made

the

type of injuries which were called for

pictures were taken and coordinated with the script
and the audio portion was recorded on a cassette tape

the

slide presentation was then reviewed by the L D
DSS church

health services whose recommendation was to delete the
areas of heat stroke and cold exposure since the need was
not felt to be sufficient

this

cal doctors on the jury

consequently these areas were

opinion was shared by the medi-

deleted

the revised slide presentation was then reviewed

by

the jury of experts who made a final rating of how effectively

the script and the slide presentation covered the first aid

subject areas see appendix

the

was used
2

poor

3

D

A five point

five points were as follows

adequate

4

very good and

rating scale
1

5

very poor
excellent

acceptance for each topic area was based on a minimum
average rating of three points

the teaching unit was judged

effective and was presented along with jury recommendaD S church
tions for prototype improvements to the L
LDS

chapter
chapte
chacter

4

presentation

AND ANALYSIS OF
THE FIRST AID TEACHING UNIT

the purpose

of this study was to develop a mediated

practical teaching unit in first aid for the missionary system
S
D
of the L
LDS

church

in developing the teaching unit the

following procedures were followed
D
se
S
L
arvic
ons ustation
ch
the
ul
in cconsultation
with
church
chur
he
ultation
alth
aith
health
rvic e s
services
LDS
tation

a

list

of required topic areas to be covered was developed

table

this list was modified

2

D S
upon evaluation by the L
LDS

church health services and a jury of experts to that presented
in table

3

two areas heat stroke and cold exposure were

deleted from the original list of required topic areas since
the need for instruction in these areas did not warrant their

inclusion in the first aid teaching unit

the area

of

blisters

felt to be a common problem was added to the list of required
topic areas
in accordance with this modified
bodif led
a draft
a

script was developed

series of reviews by the

list

of topic areas

this draft script went through

LDS
L D S
59

health services and the

60

table

2

the topic areas required by the
D S
L
LDS

church health services
to be included in the first aid
teaching unit

minor bleeding
major bleeding
nosebleed

fractures
dislocations
sprains
strains
burns
sunburn
insect bites and stings
embedded insects
heat exhaustion and heat cramps
at st
stroke
roke
he
heat

frostbite
cold exposure
choking

the list of topic areas

was modified upon

D S church health services
evaluation by the L
LDS
and a jury of experts

the areas

of heat stroke and cold exposure
were deleted the area of blisters was added

the modified list is included in table

3

61

table

3

list of topic areas required by the
LDS church health services tobe included
in the first aid teaching unit

modified

minor bleeding

major bleeding
nosebleed

fractures
dislocations

sprains

strains
burns
sunburn

insect bites and stings
embedded insects

heat exhaustion and heat cramps

frostbite
choking

blisters

62

jury of experts

As a

result

of these reviews

appropriate

modifications and improvements were made so that the

product was a workable script
was a revision in the
by the

LDS

interest

included in these modifications

scripts format

a step recommended

church health services to better maintain

the revised format presented a mission presidents

wife relating

first aid emergencies that she

and the mission

president had encountered and the information that they had
learned for preventing and treating them

A slide

presentation

the slide presenta-

was prepared to complement the script

tion was then reviewed and rated by the jury of experts

it

is with this background that the following is presented

findings of the jury after
reviewing the first aid
T
e aching unit
teaching
I1

each member of the jury rated the script and the slide
presentation as to how effectively each covered the topic areas
D S church health services table
required by the L
LDS

rating form used is included as appendix

D

the form used

a five
point rating scale
fivepoint

where the five points were

very poor

adequate

excellent

2

poor

A mean

3

4

the

3

very good and

1

5

score of at least three was required for

acceptance of the rated topic area

63

tables

4 and

5

summarize the combined ratings of

members of the jury

table

4

presents the combined jury ratings of how

all fifteen

effectively the script covers the topic areas

subject areas received a mean score rating of at least four

thus all fifteen areas

of the

script were judged to be effec-

tively treated and were accepted in accordance with the

previously established criterion

there were

ratings for any topic area below three

no individual

the overall average

4.3
for the script was 43
43 indicating a mean that was well above
the three rating required for individual topic areas

the

highest average ratings were provided by the medical doctors

this

was assumed to indicate the technical accuracy of the

sscript
c ript
fript

table

5

presents the combined jury rating

of how

effectively the slide presentation covers the topic areas

all

3.8
fifteen subject areas received a mean rating of at least 338
388

thus all fifteen topic areas

of the slide

presentation were

judged to be effectively treated and were accepted in accordance with the previously established criterion
no individual ratings for any topic

there were

area below three

overall average of the slide presentation was

the

42 jury

comments indicated that technical imperfections accounted

table

4

combined jury ratings of the effectiveness of
the topic areas of the script
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5
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41
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4
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4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

4

4

4

4

4

5

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

5

5

5

45

5

instructor

mission
president

N

ae

ay
4y

5

former

411

v

1

me
dic al
medical

A
0

43
41
1

5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
43
former
4
4
4
4.3
43
missionpres
mission pres
topic area 45
4.3
4.3
4.6
4.3
4.2
4.4
4.4
4.5
4.2
4.3
4.2
4.3
4.2
4.2
43 42 44
45 42
43 44
46 43
43 46
42 43
43
45 454.5
44 42
44 43
42 42
43 43
42 42
42 42
42 43

average

ON

table

5

combined jury ratings of the effectiveness of
the topic areas of the slide presentation

4p
ap

0
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medical 5
doctor
5
medical
doctor
advanced
stAid
Fir
ald 4
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first
firstaid

v

mwyvf
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0
b
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V
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454
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4
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instructor
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5

press
mission pre
topic area
average

0

11

43

3.7
37

41

39

45 43 40 40 40 46 46 39 41 44 42 42 38 42 42 42
45
4.2 38
3.8 42
4.1 44
4.3 40
4.4 42
4.6 46
4.6 39
4.2 42
4.2 42
4.2
4.2 42
4.0 46
4.5 43
4.0 40
3.9 41
4.0 40

tn
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for the somewhat lower overall average

again the highest

average ratings were from the medical doctors which was

assumed to indicate the technical accuracy of the slide

presentation
As a

result of this final review

of the slide

presentation

jury recommendations for prototype alterations table

6

D S
were given along with the slide presentation to the L
LDS

churche
church

presentation
slide
aid
first
pres
presented
do S
ente d to the L
LDS
s s ionarie
mi
conarie s
missionaries

the completed slide presentation
of the study

was used in

part

11
II

presentations
the study determined the presentation

posttest which
effectiveness by means of a pretest and posttest

measured the gains in first aid knowledge that resulted from
the first aid teaching unit

the script for the slide presentation can be

found in

bo the slide presentation can be obtained by perappendix B

mission of the church of jesus christ of

latterday
latter day saints

S
D
through the L
LDS church health services

67
T
abi e 6
abl
tabie
table

comments and suggestions of jury members
regarding the first aid
slide presentation

area

of

concern

artificial respiration

comment
should be added

in argentina

there were two deaths from
suffocation in a room where a
small heater depleted the oxygen
supply there were other cases
of fainting in shower rooms with
electrical heaters MP there
was general agreement with this
comment

choking

stress that a choking person
cannot talk the universal sign

of choking placing the hand at
the throat should be shown the

heimlich maneuver should be
also shown for a victim who is

lying down the hands in the
slide appear to be low MD
possibly include a diagram to
explain why choking occurs FAIJL
FAIJ
fallt
fail
fall

the victim

sh
shock
0 ck

with the bleeding
wrist should be placed in the
shock position it might be
necessary to cover shock CC

broken bones

the broken arm in the picture

vidimus
should be against the gidimus
victims
body the ties should be
removed from the missionaries
in order to be consistent with
the script CC
include a slide of a body splint
FAI

68

table

area

6

continued

concern

comment

technical improvements

key points should be super-

of

imposed over slides of the
narrator for emphasis i e
in the portions on burns infection and broken bones FAI &

ie

MD

improve the quality of the written
slides MP

there are

too many pictures of

the narrator

some are poor

CC

the frostbite victims

hands
should be those of a younger
man FAI

blister prevention

cooling a sensitive area hot
spot with ice is a preventative
measure that might be included
FAI

using the

first

knowledge

aid

some form of first aid reference
should be provided for the mission
sionaries
aries A large card that
could be taped to the medicine
cabinet where it could be
frequently seen would be
effective A card for the wallet
or missionary book is another
s s ibility
po
ability
ibl lity
ibi
possibility

instruct mission presidents to
check the missionaries knowledge
beshow the presentation ie
or reshow
in district meetings

69

table

area

of

6

continued

concern

using the

first aid

knowledge continued

FAI
MD

MP
CC

comments
send the script to health
qui2
quia
missionaries and have them quiz
the missionaries MP

first aid instructor

medical doctor
mission president
committee chairman

chapter
chapte
chacter
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SUMMARY FINDINGS conclusions
AND recommendations
SUMMARY

this study was designed

to develop a sixty minute

mediated practical first aid teaching unit for the missionary

system of the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints

the

teaching unit was aimed at providing the skills and

knowledge which are necessary to prevent and treat the

first aid emergencies which are commonly encountered

by

missionaries

the mediated teaching unit in

the form of a slide

presentation was designed for presentation at the language
provo
mission
training
utah

it is anticipated that the

presentation will be professionally refined and converted
to a filmstrip which can be used in other mis
sions of the
mls
missions
S
D
L
LDS

church
in this study the following steps or subproblems were

considered in developing the first aid teaching unit

1

determination of the first aid skills and knowledge which
70

71

are needed by the missionaries and

2

determination of the

most effective way to present the relevant first aid skills
and knowledge
A

missionary health survey was sent to former mission

presidents in an attempt to determine which first aid skills
and knowledge are needed by the missionaries

since the

results were inconclusive the content of the teaching unit
D S church health services
was specified by the L
LDS

A slide

presentation was selected as the most feasible

method of presenting the instruction since it is flexible

relatively inexpensive and can be professionally refined

prior to conversion to a filmstrip

the latter is

the preferred

method of presentation since filmstrip equipment is readily

available throughout the church
A slide

presentation was then developed

sulting with experts a script was prepared
went through
wentthrough

a

reviews by the
series of reviewsby

services and a jury

of

A slide

con-

the script

LDS

health

experts consisting of two medical

doctors two advanced first aid instructors

mission presidents

after

and two former

appropriate modifications were made

presentation complementing the script was then

developed

D S church health
it was reviewed by the L
LDS

services and refined

finally the slide presentation was
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reviewed and rated by the jury of experts

it was rated
fated as

effectively treating all fifteen topic areas

comments and

suggestions made by the jury for prototype alterations

and

D S church
the slide presentation were donated to the L
LDS

FINDINGS

the following findings are
1

A review of the

the result of this study

literature indicated that there

were no existing first aid teaching units that met or could
SO
D
have been easily adapted to meet the needs of the L
LDS

missionaries either because the content or the time requirements of the existing teaching units were unsatisfactory
2

T
able
abie
table
tabie

fifteen required first aid topic areas were defined

3

3

A body of

to construct a

ists made it possible
B

literature and consultation with special-

first aid script appendix

and a slide presentation
4

an adequate jury of experts rated how effectively

the script and slide presentation covered the required topic

areas tables

4 and

5

A five point

scale was used with a

minimum average rating of three required for acceptance
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conclusions
1

D S
s ible
possible
ibie to develop and supply the L
it was pos
LDS

church with a viable slide presentation on first aid for the

LDS

L D S

missionaries
2

certain first aid topic areas were considered

S
D
more important to the missionaries than others by the L
LDS

hbalth
health services
church flealth
3

the script

and slide presentation as judged by

the jury effectively covered all fifteen required first aid
topic areas in the time period allotted for the instruction

recommendations
the following recommendations were formulated
from the results of this study
1

the first aid slide presentation

to all missionaries entering the language
2

the technical refinements

should be shown

training mission

should be professionally

completed before the first aid teaching unit is use
usedd by the

missionary program of the
3

LDS

church

additional instruction for artificial respiration

shock and choking should be included
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the refined slide presentation should

4

be converted

filmstrip for use at the language training mission and

to a

up instruction to missionaries in the field
followup
for periodic follow

the script for the slide presentation

5

should be

sent to health missionaries to help them instruct and quiz

missionaries on first aid knowledge and skills
A missionary

6

first aid reference which is

con-

sistent with the first aid teaching unit should be developed
and distributed to all missions for use by the missionaries

this reference

could be a card that could be fastened to a

cab inetA or a card for the wallet or missionary
medicine cabinet
book

recommendations
the

FOR FURTHER STUDY

following recommendations for further study are

presented
1

after

a period of time the

first aid filmstrip should

be reviewed by missionaries and mission presidents in the

field to determine if it accomplishes the desired purpose

this

could form the basis for further improvements and

revision
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2

A

similar review could indicate if the developed

first aid reference is adequate

appropriate modifications

should then be made
3

related health filmstrips should be made in other

health areas which are important to missionaries

subject

areas should include exercise diet and food preparation
personal health including rest

emotional adjustment skin

infections food contamination medical care colds and sore

throats abdominal pains vomiting etc
4

mission presidents and missionaries in the field

should be surveyed concerning first aid subject areas that
have been assumed to occur infrequently to determine if the

need for additional first aid instruction exists

areas should include head injuries
bicycle accidents

ie

the subject

from auto and

chest and abdominal injuries seizures

convulsions and diabetes
5

the first aid teaching unit should be administered

to missionaries at the language

provo
training mission

utah to determine its effectiveness
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FORMER MISSION presidents
missionary HEALTH SURVEY
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LATTER
THE CHURCH OF JESUS
JESUri CHRIST OF LATTERDAY
natter DAY SAINTS

ot

JUSHOPKIC
OFFICE OF VIE
wie
trie
hie PRESIDING BISHOPRIC
so
50 EAST NOKTH
north TEMPLE STREET
nofar
noial
SALT LAKE CITY UTAH
utan 84150

utai
utal

january 12 1976

president
and sister
Presidentand
dear presidentand
inasmuch aas many proselyting hours are lost annually due to health problems
the church is preparing health instruction for presentation to new missionaries
tae
the
tte
ile intent of this instruction is to supply missionaries with the knowledge of
proper protective behavior that will enable them to reduce the large proportion
of health problems which are preventable
because of your intense and recent involvement with missionaries you can be
this instruction by
bv completing the
of valuable assistance in the development of tills
accompanying twopage
two page questionnaire as completely as possible the responses
we receive will help us to focus emphasis on the areas of most urgent need

your cooperation and prompt reply in this matter will be greatly appreciated
and will make a valuable contribution to the health and wellbeing
well being of our
missionaries everywhere

sincerely

ISAAC C FERGUSON
manager health services

1cfgli
icfgh
attachment
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L D S

CHURCH HEALTH SERVICES

FORMER MISSION

presidents

VE Y
L TH S
UR VEY
R Y HEA
MISSIONAR
SUR
HEALTH
MISSIONA

january 1976
NAME

MISSION

DATES OF MISSION
AVERAGE NUMBER OF
1I

missionaries

quota

non
nonquota
quota

individual missionary problems

we are interested in gathering selected information about individual missionaries who experienced
health problems during your term as mission president please try to recall the specific instances where
a missionary sustained illness or injury which resulted in lost time 5 or more days per year and
record them in the spaces provided below you need not identify the missionary by name however
please indicate whether it is a sister or an elder you are describing three items are requested 1 a
brief description of the problem 2 the approximate number of days lost and 3 the events which
inness or injury
took place as a result of the illness
example
missionary case A

missionary john green

1

description of problem

2

approximate

3

check below the events which took place as a result of the illness or injury
check as many as are applicable
1

J

2
3

JL
JL

4
5

6
7
8S

9

days lost

1

2

ill 5 or more days per year for entire duration

missionary
description of problem
approximate days lost
1

6 weeks

missionary continued to work without interruption
missionary confined to apartment
missionary stayed at mission home
missionary entered hospital
missionary returned to proselyting work
missionary given temporary leave of absence
missionary transferred to another mission
missionary given early medical release
other specify

total number of missionaries
missionary case

bleeding ulcer

of your mission
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3

check below the events which took place as a result of the illness or injury
check as many as are applicable
I1
missionary continued to work without interruption
missionary confined to apartment
2
3

4
5

6
7

8
9

missionary stayed at mission home
missionary entered hospital
missionary returned to proselyting work
missionary given temporary leave of absence
missionary transferred to another mission
missionary given early medical release
other specify

missionary case 2
1

2
3

missionary
description of problem
approximate days lost
check below the events which took place as a result of the illness or injury
check as many as are applicable
1I
missionary continued to work without interruption
2
missionary confined to apartment
missionary stayed at mission home
3
missionary entered hospital
4
5
missionary returned to proselyting work
missionary given temporary leave of absence
6
7
missionary transferred to another mission
missionary given early medical release
8
9
other specify

missionary case 3
1

2
3

missionary
description of problem
approximate days lost
chcck
cheek
check
chack below the events which took place as aresult of the illness or injury
check as many as are applicable
1I
missionary continued to work without interruption
missionary confined to apartment
2
missionary stayed at mission home
3
4 missionary entered hospital
missionary returned to proselyting work
5
missionary given temporary leave of absence
6
7
missionary transferred to another mission
missionary given early medical release
8
9
other specify

missionary case 4
1

2
3

missionary
description of problem
approximate days lost
check below the events which took place as a result of the illness or injury
check as many as are applicable
1I
missionary continued to work without interruption
missionary confined to apartment
2
missionary stayed at mission home
3
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4
5

6
7
8
9

nary
Missio
missionary
naty entered hospital
missionary rc
returned to proselyting work
turned
missionary given
diven temporary leave of absence
missionary transferred to another mission
missionary given early medical release
other specify

missionary case 5 missionary
1
description of problem
days lost
approximate
2
3
check below the events which took place as a result of the illness or injury
check as many as are applicable
1
missionary continued to work without interruption
missionary confined to apartment
2
missionary stayed at mission home
3
missionary entered hospital
4
missionary returned to proselyting work
5
missionary given temporary leave of absence
6
missionary transferred to another mission
7
missionary given early medical release
8
9
other specify
11

summary of missionary
fission ary health problems

variety of healthrelated
health related problems considering the ill health experienced by all
missionaries in your mission please indicate for each problem I the approximate number of cases which
occurred annually and 2 the
occured
occurcd
tlle
tile average number of proselyting days lost per case
betow are
listed
usted below

a

1

please answer to the best of your recollection each item by circling the most appropriate choice even
though
thoush the answers may only be an estimate

HEALTH PROBLEMS

NO OF
CASES PER YEAR

028
2

o23ss

physical
efty
ifty
1

IL

yon
cows
sore
SON throats upper respiratory infections
cuka yom

2

other oral problem
teeth
teet hother
cavities wisdom teethother

3

boils
boas
dods impetigo fungus other skin infections
doas

41

dysetstary appendicitis other
diarrhea amoebic dyscntary
intestinal disorders

CDE
A
3 C D E
ABCDC
A
3 C 0 E
ABCDE
A
0 C D E
ABCDE

FGH
G H
F
FGH
G R
F
FGH
V
G H
FGH

A
AB8 C D E F G H

NO OF LOST DAYS
PER CASE

0

0
ra
r4 rs

6r

ABCDE FGH

A 3 C D E F G H

C 0 1 F G H
ABCOEFGH

A

11

2 C 0 9 F G H
ABCOEFGH

I
ABCDEFGH

A

k

peptic ulcers

A 1 C D

A

7

nutrition

alcde
alade

S

problems of
0 the knee back ankle or hip

9

infect ous diseases
wictious
fictious

G H
9 F
FGH
I
ABCDE
G H
A 9 C D Z F
FGH
G H
A
2 C D E F
FGH
ABCDE
& C 0 E V
A
G H
FGH
ABCDE

ew
etc
cic

i

ABCDEFGH
A
1I C D E F G H
ABCDEFGH

A 1 C D E V G K

femer
fewer
ever

6

r 0

w

A 9 C D Z F G H

fleas scabies lice

hepatitis nlaxi3
nalati3 yellow

0T

v 0
as
fs

G it
9 C 0 Z FFG
ABCDE
G H
A e C
CDD E FFGH
G R
A
D 9 F
AB1I Ccog
COE
FGH
cde
G H
A
8 C D Z FFGH
ABCDE
B
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NO OF
CASES PER YEAR

DMS
PROBLEMS
HEALTH PROOL

o
0

rl

I1

02325
o2325
10

other specify

0

0

0rar4 rn a0rt
W

no

Jr

0

0

0

A 1 C D E F G H

3 C D E F G H
ABODEFCH

A B C

C D E FFGH
0 R
ABCDE

0 9 F G H
ABCDEFGH
A
3 C D E F G H
ABCDEFGH
A
1I C D E F G H
ABCDEFGH
3 C D 9 F G H
A
ABCDEFGH

C D E F G

11

A

12

depression moody

A

13

suicidal tendencies

A 5 C D E F G H

14

discipline breaking mission rules

15

abic
abie social behavior
unaccept able
neurosis unacceptable

16

emotional stress

17

other specify

inability to adapt

rt

vb

1I
abcdefgll

A

Social
Emotional
socialemotional
socrlemotiona
11
Psych
psychois
psychuis
reality
liti
ols out of touch with rea
uis
ois
II psychosis
realiti

9

NO OF LOST DAYS
PER CASE

&

ABCDEFGH
A
1I C D E F G H
ABCDEFGH
G H
2 C D E FFGH
ABCDE
A
1I C D E F G H
ABCDEFGH
A

I
ABCDEFGH

G H
DZ YFGH
BCDE

A 3 C

ABCDE FGH
A 3 C D Z F G H

3 C DE F G H
ABCDEFCH

A 5 C D E F G H

ABCDEFGH

A

1I C D E F G if
ABCDEFGH
A
1I C D E F G H
ABCDEFGH
A
1I C D 9 F G H
ABCDEFGH
A
3 C D E F G H
ABCDEFGH
G H
A
1I C D E FFGH
ABCDE
A
3 C V E F G H
ABCDEFGH
A
3 C D 1
ABCDEFGH
ITGH
A
3 C D E F G H
ABCDEFGH
A
1I C D E F 0 H
ABCDEFGH

A 3 C D E F G H

Accidents Injuries
accidentsinjuries
accidtntsinjuries
18

broken bones

19

sprains and strains

20

insect bites and stings

21

burns
sunburns
sunburnt
bums including sun

22

food and chemical poisoning

23

cuts and abrasions

24

nosebleeds

25

exhaustion heat stroke
heat
hat exhaustionheat

26

frostbite

A

ABCDEFGH

ABCDE FGH
C 0 E F
G H
A
FGH
ABCDE

A 2 C D E F G H
&

3 C D E F G H
ABCDEFGH
D C D E F G H
A
ABCDEFGH
A
1I C 0 E F G H
ABCDEFGK
A
9 C D E F G H
ABCDEFGH
A
3 C D E F G H
ABCDEFGH
A
1I C 0 E F G H
ABCDEFGH
A

W personal comments
27

what would you consider tile
tiie
the most serious health problems faced by missionaries in the area where you served

29
28

to what extent

yV

please note
notte any additional information or suggestions which may assist missionaries in maintaining their health and productivity
nott

are afflicted missionaries able

to obtain adequate medical care or counseling services in the mission where you served

APPENDIX B

FIRST AID TEACHING
UNIT SC
RIPT
SCRIPT
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FIRST AID

when we bear one anothers burdens
we fulfill the law of christ
my
watters
husband president
waiters
sister
im
watters
walters is the mission president here he has asked me

hi

1

to tell you a little about

first aid emergencies that

you might

encounter on your mission and how to treat them
you know a mission is an exciting and fulfilling

experience

we certainly hope that yows
yours wont be marred

by accident or illness

considerable time

but so often missionaries lose

and often considerable money

because

of accidental injury or not knowing how to properly

treat

first aid emergencies particularly in areas that are far
away from good medical help

id like

to tell you about some of the situations that

weve
welve encountered and some of the pointers that
learned in preventing and treating them

1I

we have

hope that this

knowledge will be of service to your companion to others
and to yourself

As we go along

imagine that it is your

companion who is hurt and ask yourself what would 1I do

84
1I

remember the day elder smith and elder hurley

pedaled their
tr
acting
somewhat elated after a day of fruitful trading

bicycles a little too close to each other and mixed pedals
with spokes

elder smith suffered a pretty bad scrape

on

he was bleeding a little and there were small

his hand

pieces of gravel in the wound

luckily elder hurley knew what to

elder smith into a nearby home and washed his
thoroughly

then he washed the

he took

do

own hands

wound with a clean soapy

cloth washing away from the wound so dirt was not pushed
into it

he thoroughly removed all dirt and gravel so that

infection would not set in

elder hurley stopped the bleeding

by pressing a clean cloth directly over the wound and held

it there until the bleeding stopped

then he tied the dressing

in place with his tie placing the knot over the wound to

increase the pressure

proper care for this type of injury is essential to
prevent infection

redness swelling throbbing pain and

sometimes in later stages pus are signs of infection
infection does occur see a doctor

if

while were discussing

minor bleeding and infection let me mention that dog bites

are treated similarly

that

is wash the wound thoroughly

with soap and water and apply a clean dressing

the big
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difference though is that a doctor should be consulted for
animal bites because of the danger of rabies

sometimes bleeding is much more severe than elder

smiths experience

on their way to zone conference elder

rhodes and elder cope were involved in a car accident

elder copes wrist was severely cut and blood was literally

elder rhodes was unsure

spurting from the wound
to do

speed is of the

would you have known what to do

greatest importance in this type
blood loss can threaten life

of what

of situation since

the first thing

excessive

you must do is

immediately apply pressure directly on the wound

if you

have a clean cloth handkerchief or something like that

available use it

if not use your bare hand

through the cloth do not remove it
that have already formed

dressing

this

if blood soaks

would disturb clots

just apply more cloth over the

while applying direct pressure elevate the wri
st
wrist

to reduce bleeding

when the bleeding has been controlled

tie the dressing in place with your tie or some similar material

dont attempt

to clean a

controlled by the doctor

severe wound

infection can be

just stop the bleeding

ninety

nine percent of the time these steps will stop bleeding

they dont

if
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now this is very risky business

apply a tourniquet

use a band

and should only be done in order to save a life

least two inches wide and wrap it twice around

of some kind at

the limb just above the injury

tie

a knot and

A neck tie would be ideal

secure a stick pen or other form of leverage

with a double knot

turn

the stick until the bleeding stops

then anchor the loose end of the stick

never remove or

loosen a tourniquet once it has been applied
see the patient immediately

remember

A doctor must

when you use a

tourniquet you may save a life but risk losing a limb

remember too that bleeding can be severe enough
to take a life

steps

it must be handled quickly by following these

apply direct pressure elevate the wound and only

as a last res
resort apply a tourniquet

well thank goodness severe bleeding is rare

1

A

more frequent king of bleeding is nosebleed

while rarely a

threat to life it certainly can be a nuisance

to treat

bleed first sit the person up with his head forward

a nose-

have him

close the nostril that is not bleeding and blow through the
bleeding nostril
speed clotting

nostril

this will remove obstructions

and actually

have him breathe evenly through the bleeding

in addition cold cloths or ice over the nose will

help to reduce bleeding

if these efforts should fail just
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if the nose

pinch the nostrils closed for about fifteen minutes

is still bleeding after these methods pack gauze or a similar
soft material well up into the nostril

several hours

let it remain for

placing soft material under the upper lip

helps some nosebleeds

if they are frequent or persistent

see a doctor
one night elder bunnell fell down a flight of dimly

lit stairs

he found he couldnt move his arm without it
you should

hurting and it looked as though it might be broken
know what to do in a like situation

mistakes are costly and

may result in additional injury to the broken limb

when a

bone is broken it is extremely important to keep the victim

moving the injured part
or a bystander from movingthe

to
best
its
Is

keep the part still until the professionals arrive

in this

situation though due to the location of these elders

medical

aid was not available
aviilable so elder bunnells companion elder

pearson had to take care of the situation himself
pearson searched for any rigid article to use as
ne w spapers
could have used newspapers
shapers magazines

a

elder
splint

he

rulers sticks an
J

umbrella a pillow a blanket or any other article to immobilize the joints above and below the break
found a small stack of newspapers

elder pearson

after padding the news-

papers for comfort he tied the papers onto the broken arm
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with his tie and his handkerchief so that the joints above and
below the break were immobilized being careful to minimize

movement

it might be tempting to use string rope or

wire but thats
thas not a good idea

it may damage the skin and

pearson
used a belt to make a
elder

cut off circulation

sling and then tied the splinted arm to elder bunnells body
with another tie for added rigidity

once a splint has been

applied it is important to keep checking the victims fingers

or toes to make sure the circulation is sufficient

if the

fingers or toes show discoloration loosen the ties
by the way if you cannot find rigid articles to splint
the fracture the victims own body makes a fairly good splint

for instance

bind a broken arm to the body or a broken leg

to the good leg

that brings
elder shaw

to mind the story of elder thurgeson
geson and
Thur
thurreson

they were riding their bikes

to a baptismal

geson
thurgeson
service when a teenager drove his car into elder Thur
thurreson

he couldnt move his leg and was suffering severe pain
when elder shaw looked at the leg he found the bone had

broken right through the skin
the broken skin

blood was flowing freely from

in this case direct pressure to stop the

bleeding is the first step to take

although it may further

injure the surrounding tissues we have to risk that possibility
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elder shaw used a clean handkerchief to

to save a life

stop the bleeding then he tied the handkerchief in place with

by then medical aid arrived and took care of elder

his tie

geson
Thur
thurgeson
thurreson

if there is no medical aid available a padded

splint should be used

dislocated bones probably occur more frequently

to hear elder

schow tell it is almost humorous

elder kelly were riding their bikes

down a dark

he and

street

kelly was in the lead when he suddenly vanished

elder

elder schow

helped elder kelly and his bike out of the excavated hole but
found that

all

elder kelly had dislocated a thumb
too often we want to be like the old coach and

dramatically grab the thumb and jerk it into place
you dare

1

the finger joints are very complex

don
but dont

and can be

seriously injured if a finger is reset improperly

elder

schow wisely immobilized the thumb with thick layers of
padding around it so it could not be moved at all
took care of the

A doctor

rest

if you should have to administer

first aid for

a

broken bone or a dislocation there are three general guide-

lines to remember

doni
first dont
or dislocated

straighten a limb that has been broken

second if you think a bone is broken treat
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it as such

third decrease possibilities for further injury

to the injured part by immobilizing it or supporting

it by

splinting

sprains and strains are injuries that occur quite
often too

sprains are stretching or tearing injuries in and

they occur most often in the ankle

around the joints

the knee but also may occur in the wrist fingers

and

and thumb

fractures are often mistaken for sprains particularly

its hard to tell a severe
ray examination
without an xxray

the fingers and ankle and

from a fracture
1I

in

sprain

remember the time when sister sowby and 1I were

walking together behind the mission home

somehow she

we quickly took her

turned her ankle and it began to swell

inside and wrapped her foot from above the ankle to the

its important to wrap

base of the toes with an ace bandage
can occur
it tightly so swelling cant

soak it in cold water

we then quickly had her

the colder the better

for thirty minutes with the wrap in place

up to the knee
she kept the ankle

four hours
twentyfour
elevated as much as possible for a good twenty

this combination
swelling down
we applied a

of wrapping

cold and elevation keeps

somewhere between 24 and 36 hours later

little heat for comfort

it was really amazing

how quickly
auickly she completely recovered

in sprains the old
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adage

waik
ilwalk
walk

this increases swelling

off11 is incorrect
it off

which greatly prolongs recovery time

it and elevate it as much as possible for

try to

stay off of
if

24 to 36 hours

pain and swelling should persist see a doctor as it may be

broken
when we changed mission homes elder tichy in
all his zeal put too much muscle into moving the printing

press and he strained his back

strains are stretching or

tearing injuries to the muscles from over exertion usually

ones own strength and
improper lifting or overestimating one
trying to lift something too heavy
we immediately applied cold packs to elder tichys
tichy
tiches

back for thirty minutes
and swelling

the

cold reduces internal bleeding

he felt better and wanted to help but it was

still quite painful so we had him rest for a day
24 to 36 hours we applied a

or three times a day

after about

little heat for thirty minutes
minutes two

he slept with his mattress on the floor

and a pillow under his hips for support

when he wanted to

sleep on his back we put the pillow under his knees

we

were thanked by a rapid recovery without complications
the pain persisted two to three days we would have taken

him to the doctor

had
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all too often elders and sisters suffer burns in their
attempts to cook

elder karren spilled scalding oil

hand when the handle of his ffrying pan gave way
was a painful blistered burn

the result

elder hafen immediately

submerged his hand in a sink of cold water

this is

thing to do because it stops the burning process

pain and promotes healing

on his

the best

relieves

cold packs should be used for

a burn that cannot be submerged

A cold

moist towel or

cold packs made from moist towels or plastic with crushed

ice can be applied over the burned area

subsides gently blot the burn dry

after the pain

healing occurs faster

when the burned area is exposed to air

however if the

air causes pain or if the burn will be contaminated a dry
airtight sterile dressing may be applied

folded towels

linen plastic or a combination of these may be used

you

can reduce pain and swelling
snelling by elevating the burned part
if blisters form do not break them

oh yes another important thing to remember is don
dont
use grease margarine antiseptics commercial preparations
ointments

sprays or home remedies as these can lead to

further complications and interfere with medical treatment

another kind of burn that we see so often is the common
sunburn

actually sunburn is treated with cold water or cold
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but we should be wise and prevent

packs like other burns

it from happening

to prevent

sunburn

dont expose your bare arms

and face for more than
15 minutes at a time until you have developed a protective

suntan
you might also use a commercial preparation which
blocks out harmful rays also if appropriate sunglasses
may be used to protect your eyes from overexposure to
glare from the sun sand water ice and snow

keep in mind that cloudy weather does not insure protection
against harmful exposure to the sun

another interesting situation occurred one day when

elder schiraldi

and

elder bolich were taking a short cut

across an open field

evidently they offended a local bee

colony and both received physical retribution in the form of

stings
quence

insect stings and bites are generally of minor consehowever there might be cases in which severe

problems may develop
event

its

wise to know what to do in any

if breathing becomes difficult following a bee sting

or if stomach cramps or nausea result immediate medical
care is vital

however this is extremely rare

while most

stings are painful they are not generally life threatening

getting back to the bees

if a bee leaves the stinger in

place it must be removed to stop the injection of more venom
if you squeeze it when removing it more poison will enter
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the wound

just use the edge

scrape it out

of a knife or a fingernail and

then wash the area with soap

decrease the possibility of infection

and water to

A cold pack will help

relieve pain and swelling

the first

aid for most other insect bites is similar

remember remove the stinger wash with soap and water
and apply a cold pack
if a pesky insect imbeds itself in your skin smother

it with a thick oil such as salad oil or a motor oil
suffocate the bug and cause it to back out

this will

then carefully

remove it with tweezers being careful not to break off the
head or other body parts
soap and water

wash the area repeatedly with

if you have an antiseptic

apply it to the

bite

certain insects
damage and shock

and spiders can cause severe

tissue

if any bite or sting becomes excessively

swollen lower the part to keep the poison from spreading
apply cold to reduce swelling and pain see a doctor

most of you will be working in a climate that is different

from your climate at home

1I

remember an elder rollins

he was a new missionary from anchorage alaska

he was

trading
tr
acting

he

in a very warm humid part of the country

became weak and uncomfortable and began sweating profusely
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and complained of dizziness

cramps and nausea

looked very pale and felt extremely faint

he also

heat exhaustion

and heat cramps occur due to the loss of water and salts as

the body tries to cool itself
in combination

they may occur separately or

it usually occurs in those who are not accus-

tomed to the climate or who are not in good physical condition
and who are fatigued

the symptoms

of heat exhaustion are

much like those which elder rollins experienced

cool wet

pale skin accompanied by weakness nausea dizziness

sometimes muscle cramps

elder karren found

place and had his companion lie down

a shady

he raised his feet

loosened his tie and unbuttoned his shirt
a cool drink of salted water

and

he then gave him

the proper mixture is

one teaspoonful of salt per glass of water

about

he sipped about a

glass every half hour as long as he was thirsty

his companion

cool wet cloths on his face and wrists
fanned
him and put coolwet
fannedhim

if

ol ution stop giving it
the victim vomits due to the salt water Solution
solution
alution

to him and take him to a medical facility

the cramps that

sometimes accompany heat exhaustion can be relieved by
gentle muscle massage

A good

r
rest overnight pprepared
epared
spared

day work
elder rollins for the next days

the danger

of heat exhaustion can be minimized by

increasing physical activity slowly resting occasionally
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drinking plenty of water and slightly increasing salt intake
during this adjustment period
in our country we had very severe winters

remem-

1I

ber the winter when elder heiners fingers were frostbitten

after conducting street discussions his fingertips looked pale
and glossy and felt numb

tissue fluids

frostbite is the freezing

of body

it can happen almost without your knowing it

and correct treatment is vital and may prevent the loss of a

limb

those parts most often affected are the ears nose

handsy
hands and feet

its

especially important to recognize

frostbite while it is taking place

heiner
helne r later told
heine
elder helner

us that he had felt tingling sensations and pain in the early

stages of freezing

the skin in frostbite becomes slightly

red at first later turning pale and glossy

numbness often

oc
prevents one from realizing frostbite is occurring
occuring
curing

cases blisters later form

in some

in treating frostbite we want

to quickly warm the frozen part and restore circulation

when his companion saw his hands he told elder heine
helner r to
heiner
helne

warm them under his own arm pits while they rushed inside
if your feet are frostbitten dont walk on them unless

its

necessary to get to a warm place
once inside elder heiner
heiners
helner

rings and watch articles

which constrict circulation were removed and his hands were
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placed in warm water

now remember when you soak a

frostbite be sure the temperature of the water stays constant
it took 45 quite painful minutes for elder heine
helne rs hand to
heiners
become flushed which indicated that circulation had returned

even though thawing is pal
naul
painful
nful it must take place
pai
1I

helne rs companion
heine
heiners

elder

gave him some warm soup while he

was soaking his hands to help warm him up

once his hands

looked flushed they were taken out of the water and dried off
then raised and lowered repeatedly to increase circulation

at this

point extra care must be taken not to allow the

hands to be re
refrozen
frozen

if they are they must be thawed at

room temperature and protected from any movement or injury

after thawing elder heiners fingers

we separated

them with gauze and his hands were covered with a clean
bandage and elevated
as soon as possible

A

frostbite victim should see a doctor

we covered elder heiner very well and

moved him in a car making sure his hands would not refreeze

pm
jim
lim sure youve heard stories about old
timers rubbing snow
oldtimers
on frostbitten fingers

well forget it

rubbing freezing

or burning the skin with hot water bottles or heaters are very
harmful practices
now injuries caused from cold weather need not waste
your proselyting time

remember to wear warm clothing
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such as thermal underwear wind and water
proof outer
waterproof
clothing and hats remember to cover the ears

wear mittens and extra socks

and also

the clothing should

be dry

and not tight

recognize that tingling sensation and pain and
reddened skin that later turns pale and numbness are signs
of frostbite

limit

once you

your exposure time to cold

get frostbite it is easier to get it again

proper rest and

optimum health will help you resist the cold

keep your

fingers and toes moving avoid fatigue and excessive perspiration and change damp clothing
now youa
you1
youll wear out many pairs of shoes on your misand consequently may suffer blisters when you begin
sion anaf
andf
to wear new ones

is prevention

of course the best medicine for blisters

break in new shoes gradually rotating old

and new pairs of shoes if possible

if sensitive areas develop

reduce friction by applying adhesive tape or a bandaid to that

area
hofeins gave us
elder hoffeins

a good pointer

when he

developed a blister he relieved all pressure from the blister

until it receded naturally
to wear his shoe

he did this

and was

still able

by making a doughnut bandage

he just
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cut a hole through several layers of cloth or paper and taped

that over the blister
if such efforts to relieve the pressure fail break the

but first wash the entire area with soap and water

blister

then make

a small hole at the base of the

blister with a

needle which has been sterilized in a match flame or soaked

drain the fluid from the blister and

in rubbing alcohol

apply a sterile dressing

if the blister has already broken

wash the area thoroughly and cover it with a sterile dressing

weve covered

a lot of facts about

aldy but there
aid
ald
first aidy

is one more important thing you need to know how to save
the life of someone who is choking

lodgedd and
lodg
when food is hodg

coughing does not work the victim will gasp and turn red
don wait
but dont

then blue
thenblue
choking

1

many people die each year from

the heimlich maneuver is the most effective

remove the obstruction

quickly place your fi
st thumb ini
in j
fist

above the navel of the choking person as shown here

that hand with your other hand

then

way to

tell

the victim to

cover

try to relax

in a rapid motion pull your fist in and up firmly

that

fo
pressure will push air out ooff the lungs and foy
r ce the lodged
for
force

object from the throat

three times
of lives

it may have to be repeated two or

but this simple move has already saved hundreds

companion
it may save your companions

life or even your own
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well 1I hope that youve enjoyed our discussion as much
as 1I have

please remember that first aid does not eliminate

the need for professional medical care

yet the principles

we have taught you when properly applied will save you much

time money and further injury

the lords work requires

strong healthy bodies and happy confident spirits

use this

knowledge in serving him and may he bless you in your labors
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i
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